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GENERALIZED-PURE-HEREDITARY RADICAL-CLASSES OF ABELIAN 
GROUPS 
B.J. GARDNER, Canberra 
Abstract: In this paper the investigation of subgroup 
closure properties of radical classes of abelian groups is 
continued. A subgroup A of an abelian group B is a 41* -pure, 
for a prime >p and an ordinal co , if the equivalence class 
of the exact sequence 
0-* A-*B-*B/A-+ 0 
belongs to $*ZK& CB/A, A ) j if ^ t ^ m ••• is thL© na~ 
tural enumeration of the primes and Cco^) m CPCJ , ©ca,... ) is 
a sequence of ordinals, a subgroup is Ceo.-*? -pure if it is 
4v*v ~P^re for each nv -For an arbitrary sequence QCOC^) , we 
characterize the radical classes which are closed under for-
mation of (cc^) -pure subgroups. 
Key Words; Radical class, abelian group, $** -pure. 
AMS, Primary: 20K99, 18340 Ref. Z. 2.722.1 
Introduction. In f2] and [3] we examined radical classes 
of abelian groups with various subgroup closure properties 
and in the present paper the investigation of such properties 
is continued. We consider in this context a generalization of 
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purity essentially due to Irwin, Walker and Walker T5J. Let 
Jfi be a prime, «c an ordinal number. A subgroup A of an 
abelian group B is qj** -pure if the equivalence class of 
the exact sequence 
0-+ A-+B-* B/A-+ 0 
belongs to ^ E * * CB/A,A) . Let ^ , 4iz t» * * *
 b e t h e n a~ 
tural enumeration of the primes, Coc,̂ ) » Coc-̂ , &l7 ... ) a se-
quence of ordinals. We call a subgroup Cccn) -pure if it 
is {km. -P u r e f°r each m, , A radical class which is clo-
sed under formation of (cc^)-pure subgroups is called 
(oc^) -pure-hereditary, and similar expressions are used to 
describe radical classes with other subgroup closure proper-
ties. We obtain a complete characterization of the foc^)-
pure-hereditary radical classes for an arbitrary sequence 
(oc^) .The case of ordinary purity, corresponding to the se-
quence C CO , CO , ... ) , was treated in [2]. 
We maintain the notation and conventions of £4] and al-
so use the following terminology: Let P be a set of pri-
mes, P* the semigroup of integers generated by P and ^ • 
A group S is P -divisible if M G « Q for each i s ? * 
and a P -group if each of its elements has order belonging 
to P* • a subgroup A of a group B is P -pure if A n 
n h^mhk for each Jk, c P* •, fliCP) is the group of ratio-
nal numbers with denominators in P* • T (resp. T ^ resp. 
Tp ) is the class of torsion (resp. 41 -primary, resp. P- ) 
groups and Gp is the maximum P -subgroup of a group G 
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The results. 
Theorem 1. Let Ccc^) be a sequence of ordinals such 
that oC/̂  2r CJ whenever oc^ #* 0 , and let 
S * f ^ I oc^ *> o> J . 
The following conditions are equivalent for a radical class 
R $ T . 
(i) R is CoC^)-pure-hereditary. 
(ii) R is S -pure-hereditary. 
(±±±y 1 ^ l({(k(?)l u iZ(^)l^ e KU , where P, R 
are sets of primes with R s P c g , 
Proof, (i) -=-> (ii) : For any ^ € 5 , the class J? A 
A T^ either is hereditary or consists of all divisible 41 -
groups ([1], Theorem 2.6), In either case it is S -pure-here-
ditary, so R A Tg is also. In general, if G is an S -pu-
re subgroup of H € R , then G/Gc, is isomorphic to an 
S -pure subgroup of H/"HS c Jt (cf. the proof of Theo-
rem 3.2 in [2]). But in H/Hs , <$,** -purity coincides with 
/$,**" -purity for any /p. e S and oc B CJ , so G/G*6 is 
isomorphic to an Coc^) -pure subgroup of H/H^ and hen-
ce belongs to R . Since H s € R ([12, Theorem 5.2), the 
first part of the proof implies that Gs € R $ hence G C R 
and R is S -pure-hereditary. 
(ii) sss> (i): This is clear, since Coc^i-pure subgroups 
are S -pure. 
(ii)<saBB>(iii): The proof is closely related to that of 
Theorem 4.2 of [2J (which is the special case where S con-
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tains all primes) and we therefore omit it. 
Note that the proof of the implication (ii) «-•> (iii) gi-
ven by Jambor ([6], Corollary 3.6) is incomplete. In the proof 
of Corollary 3.5 the rational groups of nil type are not con-
sidered, while in the proof of Corollary 3.6 itself, insuffi-
cient evidence is adduced for the conclusion that the type 
set of M is closed under arbitrary infima. 
We can now introduce our principal result. 
Theorem 2. Let (oc^) be a sequence of ordinals, 
S m -Cp,̂  | oc^ 4- 0! , T * -Vfi^ 1 oc^ > <a> 5 . A radical class 
R is (cc^)-pure-hereditary if and only if either 
(i) R £ T and U n T ^ is hereditary for all <p, £ S , 
or 
(ii) 1 m LC<a(P)} u {ZCfiJI^ e R 1 ) , where ?£ 
S S and X S ? n T . 
Proof. I. Let R be of type (i). If A is Coc.n.)-pure 
in 3 6 X , then for every prime 41 , A^ is (oc^-pure in 
B,^ . Obviously A^, belongs to X if X A Tp, is here-
ditary. We are therefore interested only in the case where 
*fv € & and R A T ^ is the class of divisible ,fv -groups. 
But the latter is /p, -pure-hereditary and hence fy*0 -pure-
hereditary for any cc >> D ; in particular, it is Coc,^)-pure-
hereditary. 
II. Let K be of type (ii) with, 31 4» JU , (oc^) a se-
quence of ordinals for which tc^ 2: G> whenever <ft̂  e R , 
and define 
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and 4 ^ c P 
and ^ € P . 
or ^ e S \ ? 
We f i r s t prove that X i s C/3^) -pure-heredi tary . Let A 
be /fi/* -pure in B € R , where ^i e P \ X . Then 3^ belongs 
to 5 , so i s d i v i s i b l e , whence A^ i s a l so . Direct decom-
posi t ions A * A^ © X , B » B,*, © 5 can be chosen so 
tha t X S B and i t i s straightforward to show that X i s 
M? -pure in B . But B has -no elements of order jjfi f so X 
i s 41, -pure in B . Being d i v i s i b l e , hq%, i s <p,0 -pure in 
B ^ • Thus in X , for 41 € P \ X , /(i*1* -pur i ty coincides with 
M* - pu r i t y . Now Theorem 1 says that X i s P -pure-heredi ta-
ry , i . e . (ifa,) -pure-hered i ta ry , where 
i co i f / l ^ cr <i> or A 0 if /V » 0 
By our remarks above, ((i^) -purity and (tf^ ) -purity coinci-
de in X , so that X is C/5^) -pure-hereditary, and a for-
tiori Coc^) -pure-hereditary. 
III. Let X be of type (ii) with X « # . Then X is 
of the class of all P -divisible groups for some set P £ S , 
For any sequence CoC^) of ordinals, let 
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If A is C/S<n.)-pure in B € X » then for each f e ? 
we have /(iA • A n -fiB » A n 3 * A , s o X isC/5^)-
pure-hereditary, and hence Ccc^) -pure-hereditary. 
Thus each of the classes described in the theorem has 
the specified relative heredity property. We turn now to the 
converse. 
IV. Let X £ T be an Coc^) -pure-hereditary radical 
class. If ji $ S , then since E#t CZC/fv*80) , Z(fr)) is 
a /fi -group, we have 
4%lxtiZ<4u~)% Z(«,))»L*iCZ(ii
e0),Z(p,)) 
for each m, , so the natural embedding Z Cfv) —> Z (#?*) i s 
Coc^) -pure. Thus ZCft) c K if X r. T^ + {0} , i . e . 
X A T ^ i s he red i ta ry . 
"V. Let X $£ T be C"«c^) -pure-heredi tary . Then X 
i s C fl^) -pure-heredi ta ry , where 
/m*a* • Ki"î i f -«* * ° 
if « * - 0 
and so, by Theorem 1, £ -pure-hereditary, Thus 
X * LC<&CP)J u <ZC-fOi.fi, « R J ) 
where X E P £ S . 
Suppose there exists such a class for which X 41 0 and 
0 << cC^ ̂  O) for some m, with /jx̂  6 X . We shall obtain 
a contradiction to complete the proof. To simplify notation 
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in what follows, l e t /fa « <ft and cx.*̂  « k, . 
Let G m G* © < c > , where G* S ft CF) and c has or-
flu 
der /ft1*' . Then G e JL . Let F • < i0 > , where f0 * /ft a, + C 
and a i s a fixed non-zero element of G* , 
F * m {* € G I 2m € Z , (+%m>) - 4, rm* € F I . 
We f i r s t prove that F* Is ^ -pure in G , 
If f* s ft* a- , whore £* e F* , q> e 6 and 0 * te ^ 
£ Jfe, , then mft^fy m m.f0 for some nrt, m, m Z with Oft, m ) r 
m A . Let a. • x -t* *>c . Then 
nn,fii'x 4- • m . ^ ^ c * ^n^- a, 4- m,c , 
so tr/tft/^/toC sr /rtc and /ft I C/nt4t?%- m,) , Hence /^\(ru , say 
m, * /n/ft*' . If t̂-fv* + nrm, m \ , then 
nr<ruf'0 « /ir/wtf* - M -u^li* , 
so £ * * ^afi/^f * + or/rtf0s^C^f*+ar/rj£o ) and since ^ * + 
•+-rir7rLf£0 e F * , F *
 i s ft**-pure in G , as a s se r t ed . 
Let o be any prime 4* /p. # If £, e G and ££- 6 F*", 
l e t (m^ty e F , where C^,nrty» A , Then Oft, rm>q) m 4 f so 
a, e F* -, hence CG/F*)o • 0 • Prom t h i s i t read i ly follows 
(see for example [ 5 3 , Theorem 6) that F* i s c^y -pure in 
G for any ordinal & . In p a r t i c u l a r , F * i s foc^)-pu-
re in G . 
We now need only to show tha t F* $ X. , Suppose Jl& m 
«- 0 for some 1 e Z , x € F* , tf 4* 0 . Let 
mux m i £ 0 s t>ft a, +• t c , 
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where (<fitm% ) » \ . Then 
Xfcfv^a + Ate « rml^ m 0 f 
so ZtfiA* » 0' . If t - 0 , then mtx * 0 , so * e 
C <C> and /p,\m, , which is impossible. Hence I m 0 , so 
F* is torsion-free. To belong to & f f* m u st therefore 
be P -divisible; in particular, ̂ vP* » F* # Assuming this, 
we have /f!*ty * /fî a 4- c m £0 for some ^ e ?* , Thus 
for some -i, J g Z with C-fa., 4> ) a* \ f we have A , ^ » 
« 5. (fi, a, + C ) , so that 
which implies that -fu I i , contrary to what is known about 
*v . The group F* therefore does not belong to 31 , which 
accordingly is not Coc^) -pure-hereditary. 
This completes the proof. 
The example used in part V of the proof just given owes 
something to the proof of Lemma 4 of [71• 
One other special case is worthy of separate mention. 
Corollary 3« A radical class is neat-hereditary if and 
only if it is either the class of all P -divisible groups 
for some set P of primes or a subclass of T , 
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